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a b s t r a c t

When asymmetric cryptography is used in wireless networks, public keys of the nodes need

to be made available securely. In other networks, these public keys would have been certified

by a certificate authority (CA). However, the existence of a single CA in large wireless networks

such as mobile ad hoc networks and wireless sensor networks can lead to a communication

hotspot problem and become an easy target for attacks. In this work, we propose a distributed

technique, termed A-CACHE, to cache the public keys on regular nodes. One salient feature

of our scheme is that some anchor nodes with larger cache memories are exploited. Due to

the limited memory size that each node is allowed to dedicate for key caching, only a limited

number of keys will be cached. Access to the public keys of other nodes is possible based on

a chain of trust. In addition, multiple copies of public keys from different chains of trusted

nodes provide fault-tolerant protections and guard against malicious attacks. We explain our

technique in detail and investigate its prominent features in this work. Through analysis and

evaluations, we observe the existence of an optimum ratio to cache the keys of local nodes.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The importance of wireless networks with large num-

ber of nodes can never be overestimated. In mobile Ad

hoc networks (MANETs), networked nodes form multi-hop

topologies instantaneously in order to exchange informa-

tion among themselves. In wireless sensor networks (WSNs),

micro-sized sensor nodes are placed on different fields to de-

tect anomaly and to deliver such results to data sinks. In in-

ternet of things (IOT), RFID devices help to link almost ev-

ery piece of hardware together to form a large wireless net-

work. While many research on large wireless networks have
✩ An early version of the proposed technique [1] was published and pre-

sented in IEEE GLOBECOM ’10, CISS symposium, Miami, FL, U.S.A., December

2010.
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focused on network performance such as throughput, energy

conservation, and network lifetime [2–5], many other recent

research works investigated the security issues of such net-

works [5,6].

For instance, passive and active security attacks could be

launched from outside by malicious nodes or from inside by

compromised/misbehaving nodes. Without appropriate se-

curity protections, critical information of the networks can

be leaked to adversaries.

Asymmetric cryptography techniques can be used to sup-

port information security. Using an asymmetric key scheme,

each node in the network has a pair of keys: public key and

private key. The public key should be known by all nodes

in the network; the private key should only be held by the

node itself. In order to achieve information confidentiality,

a node uses the public key (of a receiver) to encrypt the

message and sends it to the receiver through the wireless

network. The encrypted message can only be decrypted by

the intended receiver that holds the matching private key. In
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order to achieve information/message authenticity, a node

can use its own private key to sign the message. The receiver

then authenticates the message by trying to decrypt the re-

ceived message using the sender’s public key.

However, such public keys may not be readily available

or certifiable. Usually, there exists a certificate authority (CA)

that will issue certificates for every node. Each certificate,

signed by the CA, contains a public key and the identifier of a

node. Unfortunately, such a CA is not suitable for large wire-

less networks. On the one hand, a CA can become an easy tar-

get for attackers. For example, the traffic toward the CA can

be mis-routed with the use of worm-hole attacks or black-

hole attacks. Jamming attacks can be launched by the ad-

versary to blackout all wireless communications in the CA’s

neighborhood, effectively crippling the security of the entire

network. On the other hand, large wireless networks are usu-

ally formed by nodes joining and leaving, without any pre-

existing infrastructure; therefore, it is unlikely that such a CA

exists in large wireless networks.

It is possible to store such public keys on the nodes them-

selves. A straightforward solution is to store the public keys

of all nodes on every node so that every public key is eas-

ily accessible. However, there are two difficulties of doing so:

the limited resource (such as memory space that can be ded-

icated to key storage) of such wireless network devices and

the network dynamic (e.g., joining nodes, leaving nodes, as

well as sleeping/awaking nodes). The limited memory space

forbids nodes to store many public keys as they wish. The

possibility of having newly joined nodes, nodes that have left,

or nodes that might have been sleeping points to methods of

storing public keys of only some nodes.

In this work, we propose an anchor-based caching

scheme, A-CACHE. We deploy or recruit some nodes to serve

as the anchor nodes, which dedicate more memory storage

to key caching. These anchor nodes serve their neighborhood

for queries for different nodes. We demonstrate that the in-

clusion of such anchors significantly improve the chance of

success in finding the queried keys as well as reduce the

query cost.

In addition, in order to increase the chance of query suc-

cess, nodes should cache a good mixture of the keys of local

nodes as well as the remote nodes, where the local nodes are

defined as those in the neighborhood of the caching node and

the remote nodes are outside of the neighborhood. The cache

for local nodes ensures that nodes can be securely connected

or trusted based on the cached public keys; the cache for re-

mote nodes ensures that it is possible to find public keys for

remote nodes from the queried neighborhood.

Our technique has the following salient features:

• Anchor nodes are used in the network to support the ef-

ficient key storage/query process. These anchor nodes are

expected to dedicate more memory space for key caching.

• Every node stores two categories of public keys, the keys

of local nodes (those in the node’s neighborhood) and

those of remote nodes. For example, node A can cache

one key from m different nodes. Some of these m nodes

are local nodes, while the other nodes are referred to as

remote nodes since they are located outside of node A’s

neighborhood. A local caching ratio is assigned to balance

the number of these two categories of public keys. We ob-
serve that there exists an optimal local ratio to maximize

the overall public key availability in different network set-

tings.

• We also design a key update strategy that allows nodes to

update their public key caches according to the optimum

local ratio. The update process balances the cache for lo-

cal/remote nodes dynamically and will ensure the high

availability of node public keys.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes

recent related works. In Section 3, our public key caching

scheme is explained in detail. We analyze the chance of key

query success and optimize the local ratio in Section 4. Simu-

lations are performed to evaluate our scheme in Section 5. In

Section 6, we summarize our work and discuss future works.

2. Related work

Solutions to the problem of public key management in

wireless networks have already been proposed. Key manage-

ment schemes can be classified into two categories: certifi-

cate authority (CA) schemes and distributed schemes. In CA

schemes, a trusted central authority has to stay on-line to

cope with the changes of public key such as revoking or gen-

erating public keys periodically. Because the CA is responsi-

ble for the security of the entire network, it is a vulnerable

point of the network. To solve this problem, the responsibility

of a CA can be distributed [7]. We mainly discuss distributed

public key management schemes below.

In distributed schemes, no CA is assumed or established.

Instead, trust is usually propagated through a trust graph. Of-

ten times, it can be established with the help of the so-called

web-of-trust [8]. The trusted nodes share the responsibil-

ity of collectively providing the CA functionality for the net-

work to manage and distribute certificate keys. In the creden-

tial distribution scheme for key updates [9], users can issue

public key certificates and authentication can be performed

via the path generated by most trustworthy nodes. In [10],

a trust-based threshold cryptography scheme for MANETs

is proposed, allowing private keys to be generated by key

shares obtained from a set of trustworthy 1-hop neighbors.

In the novel certificate-less on-demand public key manage-

ment (CLPKM) protocol [11,12], end-to-end trust value is used

to select the most trusted route to verify public keys. There

are other works exploiting the web-of-trust techniques, for

example, cluster-based [13,14], binary-tree based [15], com-

posite keys [16], and stable keys [17].

In distributed schemes, it is non-trivial to discover or

query the certificate chain. In [18], Mohri et al. proposed a

new distributed algorithm to find the certificate-chain and

get the public keys. In the technique based on trust graph

and threshold cryptography [19], users can issue public key

certificates, authenticate each other via certificate chains. In

[20], every node generates its own public-private key pair,

issues certificates to neighboring nodes, and provides on-

demand authentication services by means of gathering cer-

tificate chains towards a target node. This model is able to

authenticate public keys by selecting the most trustworthy

path in certificate chains.

Threshold cryptography scheme is also used in pub-

lic key management. In [21], mobile certificate authorities
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(MOCAs) are established for heterogeneous MANETs, where

some nodes are more reliable and resourceful than others.

These MOCAs share the responsibility of collectively provid-

ing the CA functionality for the network, using threshold

cryptography. In the MOCA, a client requiring certificate ser-

vice broadcasts a certificate request message and waits for

responses from at least k out of the n MOCAs. With such k

responses, the certificate can be fully reconstructed and the

certification process succeeds. Other works [19,22,23] used

similar approaches.

Our work differs from these related work in the sense that

we focus on the use of limited memory space to cache the

public keys of different nodes. We further design a public key

search technique and a cache update algorithm to achieve

optimum caching ratio of public keys from local/remote

nodes. Distributed caching, in which data, instead of keys,

are stored on the wireless nodes distributively [24]. Coop-

erative caching has been investigated with the help of the

underlying routing protocols [25–27]. Several works [28,29]

developed lightweight cooperative cache management algo-

rithms aimed at maximizing the traffic volume served from

cache and minimizing the communication cost in wireless

P2P networks. In [30], Nikos et al. proposed a collaborative

cache management strategy to achieve a communication

optimization among the sensors so as to serve data in short

latency and with minimal energy consumption. Compared

to these works which focused on the caching of a commonly

shared data, our paper differs from the perspective that we

investigate a network where each node has its data (public

key in our discussions) that needs to be accessed later on by

other nodes and hence needs to be cached.

Our approach is also related to in-network caching

[31–33], which often focus on contents cached on Internet

routers. For instance, Psaras et al. [31] investigated methods

to reduce caching redundancy in order to achieve better uti-

lization of resource along the delivery path. A dynamic group

caching scheme was proposed in [34], allowing group mas-

ters to manage all local cache contents and ensure caching

and energy consumption efficiency. In order to improve the

efficient of content delivery, Lee et al. [35] used Bloom filter

to exchange the information of the cached contents among

caching nodes, lowering delivery latency and traffic volume

and balancing load among different links. Hash-routing

schemes [33] are also designed to exploit in-network caches

without requiring network routers to maintain per-content

state information, achieving the trade-off between increased

internal load and reduced latency. Several recent research

works on information-centric networks and their sustain-

ability [36] and social community based cooperative caching

in mobile social wireless networks [37]. These work focus

on contents but not public keys. Compared to these works,

we focus on the problem of caching public keys of wireless

nodes among the MANET nodes and using the web-of-trust

to retrieve the keys.

3. Public key caching scheme

3.1. System and threat models

We assume that, in a WSN with N number of nodes with

limited on-board storage. Each node carries its own public
key and has some cache space for cache m < N public keys of

other nodes. There exists no public key infrastructure or au-

thentication center. When there is a need to establish secure

communications with the nodes whose public keys are not

cached, they will be requested through other trusted nodes

through the chain of trust.

Our scheme works on the assumption that nodes on the

chain of trust will not modify contents on the keying mes-

sages. We assume that the following attacks from other

nodes are possible in the network:

1. Attackers may receive, read, record, and retransmit the

key request/response packets as they are passing through.

2. Attackers may send fabricated keying messages.

3. Attackers may drop keying messages passing through.

We first introduce our notations and variables

• PUi: public key of node i;

• PRi: private key of node i;

• {pt}PRi
: message pt signed by PRi;

• cm: crypted message;

• Ci: set of nodes whose public keys are cached in node i;

• Ni: set of physical neighbors of node i;

• R: list of nodes that involve in the sequence of KREQ mes-

sage transmission;

• m: total number of public keys that each regular node

caches;

• m′: total number of public keys that each anchor node

caches;

• ε: extensive (ε = 1) or simple (ε = 0) search;

• γ : ratio of the numbers of keys for local/remote nodes

cached by one node;

• TTL: the maximum number of hops a KREQ message may

travel.

• MAC: message authentication code.

3.2. Operational details of the proposed scheme

An illustration of public key caching is shown in Fig. 1, in

which node S needs to find the public key of node Q.

Assume that every node carries the public keys of some

other nodes. Such information can be obtained through pre-

deployment key caching or through cache update, which

will be discussed later. Newly joined nodes can either ob-

tain them based on pre-deployment phases or through other

channels of initial bootstrap operations [38].

We first define two control messages that will be sent

among nodes for public keys. These messages are called Key

REQuest (KREQ) message and Key REPly (KREP) message. The

KREQ message will be transmitted from the node request-

ing the public key of another node. The format of KREQ mes-

sage is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, Source and Destina-

tion represent the node requesting the public key and the

node’s identifier whose public key is being requested; the list

of routers (R) represents the nodes who have been passing

along the request. MAC is signed by the private key of the

message sender. In addition, KREQ messages are only pro-

cessed by those nodes caching the public key of the message

sender; other nodes will just ignore them.

The format of KREP message is similar (see Fig. 2). The

KREP message contains the public key of the destination and
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(a)

Local region of node S
(TTL=2 from S)

remote nodes

S
Q
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KREQ

KREPKREP
S C

(b)

KREQ

PRS

PUS

PRB

PUQ

PUB

PRC

Fig. 1. Illustration of public key caching. In (a), Node S caches the public keys

of some local nodes (inside the solid circle) and some remote nodes (outside

of the solid circle). When node S needs to find a chain of trust toward another

node, node Q, it sends out a query message. Only trusted nodes will forward

the message, until finding the queried key or the query TTL expires). In (b),

we show the messages as well as the public/private key storage.

Source (S) Destination (Q)

KREP Message Format

TTL

KREQ Message Format

Source (S) Destination (Q)

{ }

{ }

List of Routers (R)PUQ MAC PUr

List of Routers (R) MAC PRf

Fig. 2. Message format of the KREQ and the KREP packets. The MAC on each

of the messages are encrypted by either the private key of the forwarder

(KREQ message) or the public key of the immediate receiver (KREP message).

This is to avoid message fabrication and alteration by nodes outside of the

link of trust.
the entire message is encrypted by the immediate receiver’s

public key, which has been cached by the sender of the KREP

message.

Note that both of these two keying messages carry MACs

with them, hence eliminating the chance of message tem-

pering. There is a subtle difference: MAC is encrypted by the

private key of the forwarder in the KREQ message since all

potential receivers (forwarders) of the KREQ message are ex-

pected to carry the public key of the current sender; MAC

in the KREP message is encrypted by the public key of the

next-step receiver since it is cached by the current sender.

The beauty of the setup is that such a protection comes from

the inherent key structure that is required for the keying pro-

cess, i.e., some nodes carrying the public keys of other nodes

and thus signed information can be trusted.

We explain the operational details of the KREQ and the

KREP messages with an example. Suppose node S needs to

obtain node Q’s public key. It sends a KREQ={S, Q, TTL,R =
�} to itself. Each of those nodes receiving the KREQ mes-

sage with the public key of the last forwarder should check

whether it has cached Q’s public key. If the queried public

key is not cached on this node, it will attach its own ID to the

end of the router list, R, generate a new MAC based on its

own private key and the new KREQ message, and rebroadcast

it to its 1-hop neighborhood. In addition, any node receiving
a KREQ message should check whether it caches the public

key of the last broadcasting node. The KREQ message will be

processed only when this is the case. Otherwise, the KREQ

message will be silently dropped. This is basically to estab-

lish a link of trusted nodes.

If the queried public key is found, the node will prepare a

KREP message and return it to the querying node through R
that has been stored in the received KREQ message. Note that

we do not encrypt the queried public key because the key

query process is based on a fundamental trust on the chain.

Therefore, in Fig. 1b, node B as well as node C is free to tamper

with the queried public key PUQ, and we leave the detection

of such attacks to other procedures. For instance, the authen-

ticity of the received public key can be verified with a simple

message exchange with node Q.

The processing of KREP message is simple: a node receiv-

ing a KREP message should first decrypt the message using

its private key. The decrypted public key copy of the queried

node is either stored or forwarded toward the original query-

ing node, node S, with the help from R.

There is a parameter ε, which controls whether a node

caching Q’s public key should still forward the KREQ message

[1]. When ε = 1, our scheme operates with extensive search.

All nodes will forward the KREQ message. When ε = 0, our

scheme operates with simple search: only those nodes with-

out Q’s public key in their cache will forward the KREQ mes-

sage.

The details of the above operations are presented in

Algorithm 1. Nodes receiving KREP messages should proceed

according to Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to process KREQ message.

1: Node i receives KREQ={S, Q, TTL,R, MAC}
2: f ← last node ID in R
3: if f /∈ Ci OR MAC does not match then

4: drop message and exit

5: end if

6: R ← {R; i}
7: if Q ∈ Ci then

8: Prepare KREP as {S, Q, PUQ ,R}PUf

9: Node i sends KREP to node f

10: if ε = 0 then

11: exit

12: end if

13: end if

14: TTL ← TTL − 1

15: if TTL > 0 then

16: Prepare KREQ as {S, Q, TTL,R, MACPRi
}

17: Broadcast KREQ

18: end if

3.3. Update policy

An indispensable component in our key caching scheme

is the cache update policy. While the network is in operation,

a node gets to know the public keys of other nodes. Such new

public keys can be obtained through interactions with other

nodes. Once a node sees the public key of a new node, the fol-

lowing question arises: should it replace a currently cached
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm to process KREP message.

1: Node i receives a KREP={S, Q, PUQ ,R}PUi

2: Decrypt message using PRi

3: if i = S then

4: Obtain PUQ and exit

5: else

6: f ← previous node ID in R ahead of i

7: Prepare KREP as {S, Q, PUQ ,R}PUf

8: Node i sends KREP to node f

9: end if

S

Q
z

TTL

TTLQ

Fig. 3. Node S queries for the public key of node Q. Query messages are sent

within TTLQ hops; while nodes within TTL are considered local.
key with the new key? If so, which of the currently cached

keys should be removed?

We categorize the public keys that are cached on each

node into two groups: local and remote, which represent the

public keys of the local nodes that are direct neighbors of the

node itself and remote nodes, respectively. “Local” nodes are

defined as those nodes within TTL-hop and the value of TTL is

a system parameter. All those nodes that are more than TTL-

hop away are considered as “remote” nodes.

In our scheme, there is a pre-defined local public key ra-

tio γ . If the current local public key ratio in cache is lower

than γ and the public key of a local node is received, the

public key will be used to replace one of the remote public

keys. Similarly, if the current local public key ratio in cache is

higher than γ and the public key of a remote node is received,

the public key will be used to replace one of the local pub-

lic keys. 1 Different methods can be used to choose the key

to be replaced, such as last-in-first-out, first-in-first-out, and

most rarely used. In this work, we choose a random selection

method among the keys in the same local or remote cate-

gory. Compared to conventional content caching techniques,

which usually consider content popularity, our scheme fo-

cuses on the node popularity, i.e., how often the node is being

requested for a public key. Therefore, a more optimal cache

update policy may take into consideration the node popular-

ity.

This cache update algorithm is described in detail in

Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm to update cache.

Require: received new key PUj at node i

Ensure: Up-to-date Ci

1: if j ∈/ Ci then

2: γcur ← |Ci ∪ Ni|/m

3: if γcur < γ and j ∈ Ni then

4: Update cache by replacing a randomly selected key

that belongs to remote nodes with PUj

5: end if

6: if γcur > γ and j ∈/ Ni then

7: Update cache by replacing a randomly selected key

that belongs to local nodes with PUj

8: end if

9: end if
1 Care needs to be taken to avoid an oscillation effect, in which the key

cache is frequently updated with the local ratio fluctuating slightly above

and below γ . We leave this to our future work.
3.4. Defense against attacks

Due to page limit, we can only briefly discuss our

scheme’s defense against different attacks. Since all messages

are protected with encrypted MAC, attackers cannot change

the contents of legitimate keying messages. Fabricated key-

ing messages will be ignored after a mismatch is found be-

tween the message and the encrypted MAC. Dropping keying

messages can only reduce the chance of finding a closer pub-

lic key, but with the availability of multiple copies, one copy

will eventually be found so long as the number of attackers

in the system is not overwhelming.

4. Performance analysis

We investigate the performance of our design in terms of

the chance of finding at least one copy of the public key of a

destination node, Q, and use the probability to optimize γ .

We make the following assumptions: we assume that the

keys are cached on the nodes independently and each reg-

ular, anchor, node carries γ m, γ ′m, keys of local nodes and

(1 − γ )m, (1 − γ ′)m, keys of remote nodes. 2 with different

Local nodes are defined as those within TTL-hop from the re-

questing node. First we compute the node density of the net-

work, ρ , by ignoring border effects:

ρ = N

XY
, (1)

where XY represent the size of the region.

Therefore, on an average, each node has nT local nodes

(that are within TTL-hop) if we approximate the size of the

region as a circle with a radius of TTL · R:

nT ≈ ρπ(TTL · R)2 − 1, (2)

where we have assumed nT < N.

Suppose node S queries the public key of node Q (see

Fig. 3), if node Q is the local node of one of the flooded nodes

for node S, the probability that it is not cached is

PL = 1 − min(γ m, nT )

n
, (3)
T

2 Intuitively, this is can be explained by the fact that nodes with random

set of prior-trusted nodes are joining the network in random order.
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3 A more accurate and complex analysis is to derive the probabilities of

having different anchor nodes among these NR(z) nodes.
if the node is a regular node; The probability is

P′
L = 1 − min(γ m′, nT )

nT

, (4)

if the node is an anchor node.

Similarly, if node Q is the remote node of one of the

flooded nodes for node S, the probability that it is not cached

is

PR = 1 − min((1 − γ )m, N − nT − 1)

N − nT − 1
, (5)

if the node is a regular node; The probability is

P′
R = 1 − min((1 − γ )m′, N − nT − 1)

N − nT − 1
, (6)

if the node is an anchor node.

Node S floods its query message within a TTLQ hop of

its neighborhood (see Fig. 3). Assume that the distance be-

tween nodes S and Q is z. Assume there are NR(z) and NL(z)

nodes that have node Q as remote nodes and local nodes

(and NR(z) + NL(z) being all the nodes within TTLQ hop of

the requesting node), respectively. Then the probability of

node Q’s public key not being cached by all of these nodes

at all is

1 − Ps(z) = Prob (none of NR(z) nodes caches it) ·
Prob(none of NL(z) nodes caches it) (7)

Therefore, the chance of success in node S’ query is

Ps(z) = 1 − Prob(none of NR(z) nodes caches it) ·
Prob(none of NL(z) nodes caches it) (8)

We still need to compute NL(z) and NR(z). First, we have

NR(z) + NL(z) = NQ , (9)

where NQ being the number of nodes queried by node S. An

approximation is

NQ ≈ ρπ(TTLQ · R)2. (10)

Next we observe that locality is mutual: if node A is a local

node of node B, node B should be a local node of node A. This

is due to the property of wireless bidirectional links. There-

fore, we consider all the N nodes in the network and distin-

guish those local nodes that are within TTLQ hop of node S.

For example, for a node Z that is far away from the region,

NL = 0; for a node Z’ that is close to the requesting node,

NR = 0.

Now we are ready to estimate NR(z) and NL(z). As the

choice of node Q changes from right next to node S to far

away from it, we observe that NL(z) decreases from NQ to 0

and NR(z) increases from 0 to NQ.

As can be observed from Fig. 3, those nodes that are local

to node Q and will be queried by node S should reside in the

intersect of two circles: one centered at node Q with a radius

of TTL; the other centered at node S with a radius of TTLQ.

Assume that the distance between S and Q is z. The unit is

in hops as we approximate distance in hops. Simple geome-

try gives us the size of the intersect region

S(z, r1, r2)

= r2
1acos

(
z2 + r2

1 − r2
2

2zr1

)
+ r2

2acos

(
z2 + r2

2 − r2
1

2zr2

)

−
√

(−z+r1+r2)(z + r1 − r2)(z − r1 + r2)(z + r1 + r2)

2

when z < r1 + r2; otherwise S(z, r1, r2) = 0. Since r1 = TTL

and r2 = TTLQ , we simplify the denotation of S(z, r1, r2) as

S(z). NL(z) and NR(z) can be expressed as

NL(z) = ρ · S(z) (11)

and

NR(z) = NQ − ρ · S(z) (12)

If we ignore border effects and assume a perfect circle

outside of source node S with radius of T hops, the chance of

node Q at distance z toward node S can be expressed based

on the following accumulative probability function.

Pr(x ≤ z) = πz2

πT 2
(13)

when 0 ≤ z ≤ T. Thus, the probability density function of z is

f (z) = 2z

T 2
, (14)

when 0 ≤ z ≤ T. The network is actually rectangle, so an esti-

mate for T is necessary:

πT 2 ≈ X · Y (15)

Therefore,

T ≈
√

XY

π
(16)

We can then approximate the probability of success as

Ps =
∫ T

0

Ps(z) f (z)dz (17)

In order to compute (17), we need to express the two un-

known terms in (8) for Ps(z). We start with

Prob(none of NR(z) nodes caches it). (18)

The complication is that some of these NR(z) nodes can

be anchor nodes and the probabilities of these anchors

caching node Q’s public keys are different to those of regu-

lar nodes. Assume there are L anchor nodes among N nodes.

On an average, the number of anchor nodes among NR(z)

nodes is

�R(z) = L

N
· NR(z), (19)

which may not be an integer.

We treat the NR(z) nodes as an average set of nodes

that contain �R(z) anchors and NR(z) − �R(z) regular nodes.3

Therefore,

Prob(none of NR(z) nodes caches it)

= (PR)
NR(z)−�R(z)(P′

R)
�R(z)

= (PR)
N−L

N NR(z)(P′
R)

L
N NR(z) (20)
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Fig. 4. Numerical results on γ ∗ , the optimum γ .
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Fig. 5. Probability of successful key query within TTLQ-hop of the source

node. The cache size of the anchor nodes is assumed to be m′ = 2m.
Similarly, we have

Prob(none of NL(z) nodes caches it)

= (PL)
N−L

N NL(z)(P′
L)

L
N NL(z) (21)

Thus, the probability of success can be expressed as

Ps =
∫ T

0

[
1 − (PR)

N−L
N NR(z)(P′

R)
L
N NR(z)·

(PL)
N−L

N NL(z)(P′
L)

L
N NL(z)

]
· 2z

T 2
dz, (22)

where T, NR(z), NL(z), PR, P′
R
, PL, P′

L
are given by (16), (12), (11),

(5), (6), (3), and (4), respectively.

With Ps, we can optimize it based on γ using numer-

ical methods. The results of γ ∗ are presented in Fig. 4.

The network area is 2000 × 2000 m2 and the transmis-

sion range is R = 250m m. There are N = 400 nodes, in-

cluding L = 20 anchors. In Fig. 4, the value of γ ∗ is shown

for different m. The accuracy of using γ = 0.6 is also pre-

sented as between 95% and 100% throughout the range of

m that we investigated. ε is defined as the success prob-

ability of γ = 0.6 (the value of γ that will be used in

Section 5) divided by the maximum success probability

achieved by γ ∗.

5. Performance evaluation

Our performance evaluation includes two components:

one implemented in MATLAB and the other implemented in

NS2. We discuss the results in two subsections.

We evaluated the following metrics:

• Success rate. This is the probability of the querying node

successfully obtaining the public key of the queried node

within the pre-defined TTLQ hop.

• Number of key copies: This is the number of key copies

that has been found for the queried node. It represents

the redundancy of the key cache in the TTLQ-hop neigh-

borhood.

• Overhead: This is the number of control packets for each

key that has been found, on an average. It represents the

overhead caused by the caching scheme.
Unless specified otherwise, MATLAB simulations were set

up as follows: N = 400 nodes were randomly distributed in

a network of size 2000 m by 2000 m. The radio transmission

range was assumed to be 250 m. Initially each regular node

carried the public keys of a randomly chosen set of nodes

(size m = 40) in the network. L = 20 anchor nodes (counted

in the N nodes) were also randomly distributed in the

network. The cache size of each anchor node is m′ = 2m. Lo-

cal region hop count, TTL, within which hop-count a node

would be considered a “local” node, was assumed to be 2.

The search region hop count, TTLQ, was 1. The local ratio is

γ = 0.6.

Then we randomly selected some source/destination

pairs throughout the network. In each of the source/ desti-

nation pairs, the source node needed to obtain the public key

of the destination node. Therefore, a key query process was

initiated.

5.1. MATLAB simulations

We first present our simulations in MATLAB to evaluate

the A-CACHE scheme with different γ and TTL values. We ar-

gue that MATLAB simulations are adequate because packet

level simulations do not affect the results for key caching

and key query, especially in static networks. Packet level

simulations and dynamic network results are presented in

Section 5.2.

In Fig. 5, we compare the probability of successful key

query within TTLQ-hop of the source node. The benefit of a

well-chosen γ is clear. When γ is small, only a small portion

of the local nodes carries the public keys of the forwarding

node, limiting the scope of the key query. On the other hand,

when γ is too close to 1, the public keys of remote nodes are

not cached, reducing the chance of successful key query. The

optimum γ can be seen as close to 0.6.

The effects of the anchor nodes are demonstrated in Fig. 6,

in which we compare the success probability of our scheme

with different L. The cache size of each anchor node is as-

sumed to be maximally possible, i.e., m′ = N. From Fig. 6,
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Fig. 6. Probability of successful key query within TTLQ-hop of the source

node. The cache size of the anchor nodes is assumed to be m′ = N, i.e., max-

imum.
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Fig. 9. Number of key copies found in each key query. Such numbers repre-

sent the redundancy of the queried public keys.
the impact of the anchor nodes is obvious as we introduce

a few anchor nodes. As more and more anchor nodes are in-

troduced, the chance of successful key query is above 90%;

therefore, the gain of adding more anchor nodes becomes

smaller.

In Fig. 7, we compare the success ratio of different L and

different anchor cache sizes. As can be observed in Fig. 7,

the success probability improves with L. With larger anchor

caches, the improvement is higher. Another way to measure

the return of adding such extra cache to the network is the

percentage of success probability increase. As we add 10%

more cache space (L=20 and m′ = 4m, compared to m′ =
2m), Ps increases from 0.72 to 0.82, which is a 14% gain, un-

derscoring a good return of the extra cache space.

In Fig. 8, we show the query success probability for dif-

ferent TTLQ values. As TTLQ increases, the chance of success is

better, coming with a higher overhead. The optimum γ = 0.6

is again demonstrated.
We present the average number of key copies, Nk, found

in each key query in Fig. 9, from which we can observe that

the number increases with γ as well as TTLQ. While it is easy

to explain the increase of the number of key copies with TTLQ,

the relation between Nk and γ is more complex: with a large

γ , more neighboring nodes are participating in the search

because only those nodes carrying the public key of the last

sender of the key query message will rebroadcast it. There-

fore, the impact of such participating neighbors overshadows

other effects of increasing γ .

The overhead evaluation is shown in Fig. 10, where we

compare the number of broadcast messages per found key,

Nc. The value is computed as the total number of broadcast

messages divided by the total keys found for each query. Nat-

urally, the overhead for large TTLQ is higher as more nodes are

queried and recruited to broadcast the query message fur-

ther. The rather flat bottom of the curves suggests that the

overhead of using γ in the range of 0.6–0.9 is about the same.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of message broadcast overhead as the number of mes-

sage transmissions for each found key, on an average.
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Table 1

Redundancy of found keys in mobile networks.

Scheme Vmax = 0 Vmax = 10 m/s Vmax = 20 m/s

A-CACHE 1.93 2.19 2.20

DTE 1.40 1.73 1.77
Note that the energy expenditure is usually closely related

to the above overhead, i.e., the number of control packets

transmitted leading to one successfully found key. This is be-

cause, if we treat normal operation of the nodes as the floor of

the energy consumption, the processing and transmission of

a packet poses an extra component for energy consumption.

5.2. NS2 simulations

We implemented the A-CACHE scheme and two related

work, the dynamic trust establishment (DTE) scheme [39],

and the Kong’10 scheme [1] that does not use anchor nodes,

and evaluated their performance. We simulated static as well

mobile networks with different maximum speeds.

The overhead of A-CACHE, DTE, and Kong’10 schemes is

compared in Fig. 11. The A-CACHE scheme requires much few

control packets compared to the DTE scheme, although as L

increases, relatively smaller overhead can observed (in both

DTE and A-CACHE). Such smaller overhead are due to the in-

creasing number of anchor nodes, i.e., better key availability.
In Fig. 12, we compare the redundancy of queried keys of

the DTE and the A-CACHE schemes. The comparison is made

on the metric of the average copies of keys that are found on a

successful key query, Nk. The A-CACHE scheme returns about

25% more keys than the DTE scheme does, offering better re-

dundancy and potentially shorter turn-around time.

In Table 1, we further compare the key redundancy of

the A-CACHE and DTE schemes in networks with different

speeds. The mobility model is random way-point with zero

pause time. Node speeds were chosen randomly between 0

and Vmax. The number of key copies for each successful key

query is shown in Table 1. It can be seen that both schemes

have increased redundancy as nodes move and the A-CACHE

scheme enjoys a high redundancy than the DTE scheme. Such

an increase might have been caused by the network dynam-

ics, with nodes caching more diverse public keys.

6. Conclusion

Asymmetric cryptography requires an authenti-

cated/certified copy of the public key from the other

party. These public keys are usually certified by a CA in many

networks. In large wireless networks, such CAs may not exist.

In this work, we have proposed to use the nodes to serve as

the peer CAs. A node requesting the public key of another

node may obtain multiple copies from different chains of

trust. In order to achieve this goal, we have designed the

A-CACHE scheme to allow nodes using their limited memory

space to cache some of the public keys obtained securely. We

have also designed a public key search technique through

secure multi-hop paths.

In the investigation of our scheme, we have observed that

there exists an optimum caching ratio for the public keys of
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local nodes. This is due to the effect of secure broadcast as

well as public key availability.

We have presented details of the proposed A-CACHE

scheme with theoretical analysis as well as extensive numer-

ical and simulation results for performance evaluation. We

have found that the A-CACHE scheme enjoys high success

rate and low control message overhead. Our investigation

also suggests that a local ratio of 0.6 can be used to achieve

close to optimum caching in the network scenarios that we

studied.

We conclude our work to explain the difference of our

work with distributed content caching, which has some

striking similarities with our approach. The inherent differ-

ence between these two is actually the unique directional

connection among nodes if we treat the relationship of

carrying another node’s public key as a uni-directional

connectivity. None of the content caching strategies has such

a connectivity.

In terms of future work, we note that the cache replace-

ment policy can be an interesting topic for a future work.

In fact, the random replacement may not be optimum. For

instance, some caches are being used/accessed more often

should be kept instead of being replaced. We leave it to our

future work. Furthermore, key revocation is an important as-

pect of any key infrastructure and our design will need to in-

clude such a procedure as well.
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